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Abstract

This paper uses case studies from around the world to examine the integration of social and physical sciences in service of risk communication. It argues for a holistic view of risk from assessment to communication, suggesting that post-normal science as applied in risk assessment works best when both physical and social sciences are involved throughout. The involvement of social sciences in risk assessment can significantly improve the communication of risk both to stakeholders and to wider communities. This is in part because science itself has cultures and it approaches risk in different ways according to those cultures: some scientists prefer deterministic approaches and others argue for probabilistic ones, for example. These scientific debates have implications for risk communication – shown dramatically in the L’Aquila court case, for example. The paper considers case studies from the Caribbean, Latin America, East Asia, India and others to propose a framework for the provision of expert advice to governments and the subsequent communication of risk to populations. It also considers cultural aspects that differ between regions, as communication of risk may be diverse even in neighbouring countries affected by the same hazard event but who assess and respond to risk differently. Complex and systemic risks, such as those considered by the Sendai Framework, require consideration of the effect of international borders on public receipt of risk messages: risk communication is not one-size-fits-all. Furthermore, research has shown that risk perception is not clearly linked to people taking action (the “risk perception paradox”). Empowering or motivating people to act is thus also a function of the risk communication process, and greater attention is needed to the cross-scale social, political and institutional factors that support or inhibit the relative agency of risk management stakeholders (including the public) to respond to known risks and the relative prioritisation of one risk over another. Thus, the paper argues for a paradigm shift away from the old model of risk communication as a bolt-on to risk assessment and decision-making, towards an integrated and holistic approach to risk communication.
**Introduction**

This paper uses case studies from several recent research projects to understand the processes of risk communication from the identification of hazards through to decision-making and community response. It does so drawing on literature from disaster research, science studies and human geography, to provide a framework for holistic risk communication across disciplines. In an era of post-normal science, where the questions that science is increasingly required to answer force it to move beyond its traditional remits, there is an increased pressure on scientists to communicate uncertain and sometimes contested results. Post-normal science (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993) involves so-called “wicked problems”: those that are highly complex and uncertain. Many of the disciplines involved in disaster risk research for early warning encounter these problems regularly: this is “mode-2” science - science that is primarily aimed at responding to questions from society, rather than following the precepts of “blue-skies research” (Gibbons et al, 1994). Funtowicz and Ravetz (1993) suggest that post-normal science requires an extended peer community in order to ensure that the social dimensions of risk are managed effectively. This is consistent with the arguments of scholars in Science Studies and Environmental Social Science (e.g. Stirling, 2008; Pidgeon and Fischoff, 2011).

The recent court case in Italy following the L’Aquila earthquake of 2009 has demonstrated the importance and the political and cultural complexity of risk communication (Alexander, 2014; Scolobig et al., 2014; Donovan and Oppenheimer, 2015; Benessia and De Marchi, 2017). Six seismologists and a local official from civil protection were charged with negligent manslaughter after the earthquake. Analysis of the court documents and media reports at the time demonstrates the challenges that arise when non-scientists explain scientific advice in complex political, institutional and cultural contexts, and when authorities anticipate popular responses to advice and uncertainty, and shut down rather than being transparent (Benessia and De Marchi, 2017). Post-normal science, operating under high uncertainty and concerning “wicked” problems, requires a broader expert community to be involved.

One of the often-cited challenges for risk communication is the diversity of approaches towards it. If social scientists are consulted at all, they tend to be involved in the latter stages – taking the scientific information and/or a decision and conveying it to citizens. Many risk communication studies focus on risk perception, helping to understand the diverse ways in which people make sense of risk. However, this has repeatedly been shown to be inadequate in motivating people to take action (Wachinger et al., 2013) – perhaps because this approach has tended
to assume that risk perception can be “corrected”, rather than using the information to enhance inclusive decision-making. Furthermore, scientific reports and hazard maps are often created without engagement with local cultural experiences of the environment – they are derived rather from macroscale scientific cultures that show regional variations but remain removed from local contexts (Haynes et al., 2007a). Building on work in science studies in particular, we argue that these conclusions suggest that integrated social and physical sciences should be involved in every aspect of the risk management chain, from risk assessment to mitigation, to ensure effective risk communication. Ultimately this change of paradigm provides an entry point towards more sustainable pathways, consistent with the Sustainable Development Goals (2015-2030).

**Background**

There are numerous approaches to risk communication, many of which are drawn from social psychology and quantitative social science. Risk communication has been shown to be affected by format of information, by demographics of the “readership”, by the assumptions of the originators and many other factors (Slovic, 2000; Slovic, 2016; Slovic et al., 2004; Eiser et al., 2012). Much research in the effectiveness of risk communication is quantitative. This can allow the measurement of many views, but, as noted by many authors, also limits the scope for (i) detailed explanation of those views and (ii) cultural diversity that may not be readily measured in a survey (Pidgeon et al., 2003; Slovic, 2016) and (iii) awareness of the political context and environment. We therefore caution against an approach to risk communication that is purely based on behavioural science, for reasons that will become clear in the next few sections of the review.

A very influential and significant approach to risk communication is the “mental models” approach (Morgan et al., 2002). This approach involves interviews and participatory research to understand the ways in which risk is understood as a “mental model” or map in the minds of people. Within this view, risk communication seeks to “correct” those models. An issue with the approach is that it suggests that expert perceptions of risk may be more “accurate” than lay perceptions, implying that there is a “correct” perception of risk, which is disputed by those who emphasise that even with a high perception of a risk, action is not guaranteed, and that actually context is more important in risk communication (Gaillard, 2008; Lindell, 2013).

This paper argues, drawing on examples from disaster studies and STS, that risk communication should be transdisciplinary and deliberative: it is not linear but rather should be informed by and through engagement
between authorities and audience. Understanding the vulnerabilities, values and culture of the audience is critical – not least because these factors will affect how advice and warnings are interpreted, and whether or not they are acted upon.

This section of the paper seeks to contextualise the subsequent case studies in the academic literatures that pertain to risk communication. Initially, it outlines a metaphor of reading that is used throughout the paper for clarity and also for illustration. It then discusses a range of pertinent topics in the formulation of messages for risk communication, from the production of knowledge about risk to its communication and perception.

**Authors and readers in dialogue**

Risk communication can be thought of as a reading process: the authors devise a message (which may be translated by an intermediary) and it is interpreted by the reader. In this paper, we will consider both elements of this process – both the work that goes into the creation of a message (how the authorship/translation is assembled), and how the reader interprets the message and acts (or not) on it. Thinking of risk communication in this way is useful because it highlights the diversity of roles, but also that work is done on both sides – the reader interprets the message in their own cultural, individual context, and has to do some imaginative work to turn words or maps into a mental conceit of how the disaster might unfold or affect them. They may also feed back to the author that the message is unclear, either by directly challenging it, or by ignoring it: they participate in the formulation of the message directly and indirectly. How authors imagine their readership is also important: writing a paper for a scientific audience differs from writing a children’s science book. The mental world – and the cultural, social and political contexts – of the authors are also important in determining what goes into the book. We will not consider translation in detail – but we note here that the involvement of intermediaries as translators is inevitably and invariably problematic, because very few if any languages translate perfectly word-for-word: translation changes meaning, even subtly. This was part of the problem at L’Aquila.

The reason for adopting this metaphor is that it is more flexible than thinking of risk communication as top-down or bottom-up – it has no fixed direction. Risk communication involves multiple flows of meaning-making, interpretation and re-interpretation. The metaphor of authors and readers also recognizes that there is much to learn about risk communication from literary studies of how people understand and translate texts – something that is largely absent from the risk communication literature. In literary studies, there is a spectrum between
theories that focus entirely on the author – arguing that the “true” meaning of the text is what the author intended – and studies that focus instead on “reader response”, arguing in the most extreme cases that the author is irrelevant (Barthes, 1994). This spectrum is useful in understanding the literature on risk communication because it opens up the process to the worlds around the various actors – the factors that affect how readers respond and how authors “intend” a message to be understood (Foucault, 2001; Livingstone, 2005) – and it also emphasizes the active role of people in the process (Scolobig et al., 2015).

An example of the significance of reading is provided in the literature on the reception of IPCC reports: while some literature focuses on the ways in which the IPCC manages uncertainties (Patt, 2007), others have studied the communication techniques that the IPCC uses (Mahony, 2015; Schenk and Lensink, 2007), and the ways in which reports are interpreted (Ha-Duong et al, 2007; Nerlich et al, 2010): the communication of scientific information that is uncertain is highly complex. Furthermore, the ways in which people interpret information can differ significantly depending on context. Taking another example, Livingstone (2005) shows how Darwin’s theory of evolution was interpreted differently across different scientific communities (“readers”) of the US, New Zealand and Russia therefore demonstrating the significance of local context to people’s understanding of (scientific) meanings.

In the context of disaster reduction, the “authors” are typically scientists and/or decision-makers, who may be working together or separately. For example, a volcano observatory may submit a report to the civil protection, who then assess, based on their understanding of the report, whether or not an action is needed. If it is, they may, for example, raise an alert level and order an evacuation. Alternatively, the volcano observatory may raise the alert level themselves – the responsibility for this practice varies geographically (Fearnley and Beaven, 2018). In interpreting the warning, whatever its format, residents are likely to want to know why it is being raised – evacuating is very inconvenient and costly – and so they are likely to question the science and the motives of the civil protection, scientists and others involved (Donovan and Oppenheimer, 2014). The authors may anticipate this in their formulation of both scientific advice and warnings – and how these are communicated and by whom varies with context. Furthermore, social vulnerabilities and values may have significant impacts on how messages are received and whether or not they can be acted upon. Already, the complex circularity of flows of knowledge and warnings is becoming clear. In the next section, we discuss this in relation to science studies work on scientific advice to policymakers – an important part of risk communication – before moving on to look at communication with the public and across the population.
**Authors: Risk communication in scientific advice to policymakers**

**The linear model**

The linear, or technical-rational, model for scientific advice basically suggests that scientists do the modelling of the hazard, policy makers make decisions and the public acts in response (Owens, 2015). The quality and form of risk communication is likely to depend on the motivations of risk managers and decision-makers. Wardman (2008; building on Fiorino 1990 and others) distinguishes three common imperatives: the normative imperative (the view there is inherent good in publics being aware of risks affecting them, and an argument for deliberative and democratic decision-making); the instrumental imperative (that planned risk communication strategies can help decision-makers manage public responses to known risks); and the substantive imperative (that the quality of decision-making is improved through better availability of knowledge). The relative influence of these imperatives has important implications for the balance of power and knowledge that are held respectively by the writers and the readers of risk messaging – and who those writers and readers are. This varies between contexts, and may be culturally mediated. It may also be affected by level of development and the available resources for science and decision-making: remits and responsibilities vary significantly with geography.

The linear model is a heavily idealized vision of what happens in reality (see Beck, 2011) – rather, knowledge travels. The scientific knowledges (or estimates/probabilities) that are produced by scientists have to be dealt with and understood by both of the other groups (who are in reality made up of multiple stakeholders with multiple interests). This typically results in misunderstandings, biases and complications in how scientific knowledge is deployed – and thus scientists often find themselves and their work heavily politicized (as was the case in L’Aquila and elsewhere). The road-map of Gaillard and Mercer (2012) is useful but oversimplifies the knowledge processes – questioning and re-interpretation occurs between, across and within knowledge, dialogue and action, producing a *landscape* of complex interactions and interpretations (we would add diagonal and feedback arrows to the road map!). The impact of context on how knowledge is interpreted within dialogue (and therefore whether it is acted upon) is critical in this, and produces considerably complexity. Indeed, as Gaillard and Mercer (2012) note, there may be latent power dynamics within the communication process that have to be managed, and there are also particular institutional knowledges that communicators are not always conscious of, but can undermine effective transmission of messages. It is thus important to integrate different kinds of knowledge whilst also allowing updates to that knowledge through dialogue and learning from past events. As DRR moves to
focus more and more on early warning systems and technology, these issues will increase. It is critical that DRR learns from the wider literature on scientific advisory practice and policy making – and also that social scientists in DRR, who have considerable experience in integrating diverse knowledges (e.g. Mercer et al., 2010; Cadag and Gaillard, 2012; Naess, 2013), work closely with physical scientists who are involved in warnings.

A note on geographies and genealogies of science

The practice of science in meteorological offices, geophysical observatories and geological surveys differs geographically (Donovan and Oppenheimer, 2015b; Powell, 2007), and serves different purposes. Institutional responsibilities vary, as do resources and expertise. This means that it is important to understand the institutional and intra-science culture (e.g. Hulme et al 2018) as well as the cultural assumptions of readers. These dynamics tend to be historically derived – they emerge from institutional histories that may be linked closely to political histories. For example, geological surveys may be part of home ministries or defence ministries, and may be limited in their ability to share data as a result of past concerns. This can lead to major curtailments in resources for collaboration with geological surveys across a national border, or with other institutions that would increase capacity. The landscape of scientific advice is itself highly complex, even before it encounters government agencies and their variability, and this complexity can affect communication within and beyond science.

Readers: Risk communication research challenges

Geographies of risk communication studies

Risk communication studies have been shockingly Western-centric, with an increasing focus on hurricane risk in the USA in recent years (especially since Katrina in 2005). Some of the most influential early risk communication scholarship (e.g. Slovic 1987; Kasperon and Kasperon 1996) focused on anthropogenic technोor bio-centred hazards such as nuclear power, genetic modification and environmental contamination – all hazards that (until recently) have been viewed as more relevant in developed contexts (though they affect developing contexts just as much, if not more). The focus in Western-centred risk communication scholarship has tended to be on understanding, predicting and using communicative strategies to manage “irrational” public responses to perceived hazards (the public are assumed to have access to knowledge, and there is a focus on the technologies
of knowledge transfer). Furthermore, such studies often assume a realist ontology – that there is a “real” value for risk and that risk perception can somehow be corrected. Despite the growing interest in the role of emotion or “affect” in shaping how publics receive information (e.g. Slovic and Peters 2006), the focus often remains on how to best package a known and quantifiable risk.

Disaster risk reduction (DRR) scholarship and practice, in contrast, came more from international development – focusing more on reducing risk through alleviating poverty but also through assessment of different (non-technological, natural) hazards. A knowledge-transfer model has also often dominated in DRR (e.g. Cutter et al., 2015; Gaillard and Mercer, 2012), but with a different rationale: that many members of the public in low-income countries are illiterate or lack formal education, don’t have access to scientific knowledge, and/or prioritise traditional forms of knowledge in their decision-making. In other cases, the model advocated is entirely linear, with physical scientists seeing their role as purely to inform policymakers, without taking care to work with communities (e.g. Marzocchi et al. , 2012). Risk communication in DRR has often been rolled into the broader developmental focus on educating and informing, via expert-led awareness-raising programmes. However, there has been a consistent push in recent years towards integrated approaches to technical and local knowledges, seeking to overturn the assumption that Western forms of knowledge and understanding are inherently superior (Mercer et al. 2010, Gaillard and Mercer 2012). Scholars have also called for the recognition of everyday risks (Ziervogel et al. 2017; Bull-Kamanga et al. 2003) and underlined the importance of considering the social effects of DRR, such as in the case of informal settlements (Fraser 2017).

The role of communication in the production of risk – as well as being a solution to risk – has also been neglected in DRR. This is because whilst poverty is known to be the most fundamental driver of risk (Wisner et al. 2004), it is also linked to poor communication. Exclusion from formal risk communication channels is common where investment in communications infrastructure has not been forthcoming, and/or the upkeep of these is lacking – common for example in informal settlements or isolated agricultural communities. Poverty also undermines access to risk information where communications rely on private television, radio or mobile phone ownership. Intersecting with these issues, social-political structures can serve to disproportionately preclude socially, economically or otherwise marginalised households from access to (or ability to act upon) risk information, depending on their status and agency within society. In sum, poor communication typically impacts the more remote, vulnerable and isolated individuals and communities the most, and thereby exacerbates their vulnerability. Poor access to risk communication infrastructure (e.g. early-warning systems) may equally be the
result of poor governance, of active discrimination against certain groups, or of poor or unequal investment in infrastructure.

Hurricane Katrina stimulated a gear-shift in both viewpoints (i.e. those focusing on both developed and developing contexts). In Western-oriented risk communication, it stimulated a shift toward greater focus on socio-political drivers of risk, because it was the first time poverty was clearly seen as a driver of risk in a developed country context (the USA); in DRR, it prompted a realisation that it is not only developing countries where vulnerability exists. Nevertheless, issues around poverty and governance are still not fully addressed in studies of risk communication, because such studies are still dominantly based in the developed world. One of the major issues with this is that risk communication studies, being so geographically focused on the developed world, also frequently fail to take into account cultural differences in the interpretation of messages.

**Timescales of risk communication**

There are essentially two types of risk communication – that which takes place over time (for example, because an area is at high risk of flooding) and that which takes place in a crisis (when flooding is imminent). Both of these are relevant in DRR – particularly as scientific ability to map and assess hazards is improving rapidly. However, their outcomes are very different – long-term risk communication is focused on empowering people to mitigate hazards by reducing their vulnerability through land-use decisions, building codes, insurance cover, planning and design. It can also include ensuring that people are aware of the plans for crisis management – such as knowing what the alert levels for a weather event actually mean. Crisis communication often takes place through boundary objects (Star and Griesemer 1989) – alert level systems or weather maps that enable the rapid communication of complex knowledge, sometimes tied into particular decisions. It may also be the communication of a political decision, such as an evacuation order or curfew. Boundary objects are useful in allowing multiple interpretations to co-exist, therefore allowing collaboration, but can also erase conflicting meanings and values, rendering invisible the politics of risk communication.

**Politics of risk communication**

A key reason why a linear, positivist model of risk communication fails to explain risk behaviour is that it assumes knowledge production and dissemination occurs in a political vacuum. In reality, political questions arise
at every stage: in the authorship (what forms of risk are known and by whom; which hazards receive more/less funding for research; which universities, labs, scholars have closer governmental connections and are better able to influence decision-makers; and in whose interest is it to accentuate or attenuate particular forms or levels of risk, who is included or excluded?), circulation (how interested is the mass media currently in any particular form of risk; who has access to what forms of knowledge; what forms of translation may be involved, and who influences them?) and reading (are publics capable or motivated to hold responsible stakeholders to account?) of risk information/messaging.

Unfortunately, when funds and capacities are finite, difficult decisions have to be made between competing interests, priorities and values (e.g. Pelling, 2011a). Whose voices have priority or have greater influence in risk-related decision-making is in all cases a function of politics (both small ‘p’ and big ‘P’). The capacity for risk communication strategies to reflect and reproduce underlying politics was emphasised, for example, in the case of Hurricane Katrina, where politicians were criticised for not having prioritised upgrades to key flood defense infrastructure in low-lying areas, and the inadequate post-disaster communication and emergency response in certain parts of the city was attributed to those communities’ relatively low socio-economic status (Squires and Hartman 2006; Klein 2008). By assuming a values-neutral line of decision-making, a positivist ontology may mask politically-motivated action, and fail to explain why particular risk decisions are made or understand how publics respond to them.

**Formats in risk communication**

This section briefly outlines some of the boundary objects that are used to facilitate risk communication. Its purpose is to demonstrate that there are many tools available, but that they remain contentious – each has limitations and has to be used with care. Ultimately what is regarded as a relevant format of risk communication also depends on the timescale that is considered, for example for longer timescales one could also include planning strategies or building codes. The examples listed here are therefore indicative of a wider range of possibilities.

*Alert level systems*

Alert level systems are used in many hazards communities as a way of communicating between elites (scientists, policymakers) and the public. They can take many forms, and may be adapted to the particular communities that use them – but they are also challenging to use effectively (Fearnley and Beaven, 2018; Winson et
al., 2014). Increasingly, alert levels are impact-focussed, as is the case with the UK Met Office’s alert levels, for example (e.g. Stephens et al., 2012), which combines likelihood and impact in deciding a level. This is important in low-probability but high impact events. In general, alert levels are a rapid means of communicating a risk in formats that are generally well understood (Donovan et al., 2018), but they are often challenging to set and they are not “one-size-fits-all”: colours, for example, have to be used carefully in diverse cultural contexts, and some hazards are more suitable for alert levels than others (Sorensen, 2000; Garcia and Fearnley 2012).

Probabilities

The use of probabilities in risk communication has been advocated by many scientists (Aspinall, 2011; Papale, 2017; Sparks and Aspinall, 2004). Probability has the benefit that unless it is 0 or 1, it cannot be falsified, so it provides some “cover” for scientists (Aspinall, 2011). It is also possible to use probability distributions to approximate scientific uncertainty (though not social uncertainty). However, there is also widespread evidence that scientists, decision-makers and the public do not understand probability very well (Donovan et al., 2015; Gigerenzer et al., 2005; Gigerenzer, 2007; Hoffrage et al., 2000). This has led to various approaches to visualization of uncertain information - and this is a rapidly growing area of research (Spiegelhalter et al., 2011). Another issue with probability is cultural context: while probability and probabilistic language is used frequently in the Anglophone West, it is much less common in other parts of the world - and while there is a perception among scientists that probabilities are desired by governments (e.g. Papale, 2017), this is rarely the case in practice outside of the West.

Hazard maps

The use of hazard maps to communicate risk and hazard is another rapidly expanding area of research in the disaster science community. While there is evidence that people struggle to interpret them (e.g. Haynes et al., 2007a), there is ongoing research into the best methods for producing hazard maps that people can understand (e.g. Thompson et al., 2015). Many populations are accustomed to weather maps, for example, and so can interpret some level of map-based warning. However, hazard maps can only be communicated on visual media, which can limit their usefulness. Moreover, although often pictured as neutral and objective, maps are always embedded into wider socio-political processes and can be highly contested (Peluso 1995; Leuenberger & Schnell 2010; Kitchin 2012). Linear models of risk communication, assuming that if things are explained clearly then people will understand and adopt “the truth”, cannot appropriately explain such contestation and miss out on the wider range
of reasons that trigger these contestations in the first place. Like books, maps can be written and read in many different ways.

Social media

There has been an explosion in the use of social media for risk communication – for example, to collect ‘real-time’ data on risk exposure, or enabling users to share updates on preparedness or emergency response procedures. Social media can expand the reach of risk communication to marginalised communities and provide new data via open source (Sen, 2018). This can be very effective provided that connectivity is not significantly affected by the hazard itself (e.g. Veil et al., 2011). A significant issue with social media is risk amplification or attenuation (Pidgeon et al., 2003): the reaction of “friends” or other trusted groups can affect people’s interpretation of information. This is also true of news reporting. The pervasive power of social media in risk communication is currently the subject of much research; for example regarding the ways in which alerts given by actors on social media interact with formal institutional channels.

Bulletins

Bulletins may be issued on the radio, television, by SMS or online, and range from a few lines to complex weather reports. They play a key role in regular reporting from scientific institutions both to the public and to decision-makers. In some contexts, sirens are also used to alert populations to imminent hazards. In this case, it is essential that people know what to do when the siren is sounded.

The context of communication

In the final section of the literature review, we briefly expand on some of the key contextual factors that affect readers.

Institutions and trust

Trust in institutions and groups can be a major factor in risk communication. There have been extensive studies on the trust in different groups and how this affects risk perception and communication (e.g. White et al., 2003; Eiser et al., 2009, 2012). In particular, there is strong evidence that scientists are well trusted, while trust in governments is highly variable (Haynes et al., 2007b, 2008; Donovan et al., 2018; Eiser et al., 2015). Interestingly, people tend to gain information from the news media, but report their levels of trust in it as low (e.g. Donovan et al., 2018).
The basis of trust is variable, but often relates to perceived motivation as well as to knowledge and expertise (Eiser et al., 2009; Donovan et al., 2018): people who are viewed as having financial or political motives are less trusted. Qualitative studies have demonstrated that how knowledge claims are tested also differs depending on cultural context: Sheila Jasanoff, for example, has shown very different approaches to knowledge testing across Europe and the USA (Jasanoff, 2005). She refers to this knowledge-testing by citizens as “civic epistemology”, and demonstrates its complexity: people vary in what they value in those who produce and mediate knowledge, and in how those values inform their assessment of the knowledge itself.

Institutions can also play an important role in the mediation of information. The transparency of institutions – particularly those directly linked to government – is highly variable, and a lack of transparency can also affect trust in information: if people suspect that information is being withheld in an institution, trust breaks down. Again, this was relevant in the L’Aquila case and its aftermath (Benessia and De Marchi, 2017; Donovan and Oppenheimer, 2015a).

Whether risk information is trusted or not is not static, but a function of dynamic social relationships (meaning, I may not inherently distrust the government but this belief is likely to be formed over time as a result of my particular interactions with government agencies). Trust is therefore likely to change over time and differentially between groups. This can be understood as a function of the implicit “social contracts” that exist between social actors (including, but not limited to, state and society) – these describe the distribution of rights and responsibilities that is expected, claimed or legislated, and by whom (Pelling, 2011b; Blackburn and Pelling 2018). If a government fails to protect its citizens from a known hazard, or to a level or in a way considered legitimate by the public, then the social contract is broken and citizens are likely to seek protection through other channels.

In most cases there are multiple social contracts at work – all in tension with one another (Blackburn and Pelling, 2018). In Jamaica, for example, politicians are historically not well-trusted by the public, and many people (particularly the urban poor) rely instead on community networks (even local gang-leaders) to provide stable governance and security. The perception of politicians as clientelistic and self-interested results in low public participation in government-funded risk management activities, e.g. preparedness drills and meetings (Blackburn 2014). This serves to undermine risk management during a flood event, since many people are not familiar with formal risk management procedures. Greater understanding of the distance between people’s expectations of what risk management systems are needed (imagined social contracts) and the extent to which these are being met (practised social contracts), could help governments better understand the conditions under which trust will be
broken (Blackburn and Pelling, 2018). This could help them design better risk communication strategies that hold public attention and trust.

Cultures

Culture and world view are major factors in understanding risk – indeed, the idea of “risk” is not compatible with all belief systems. For example, many monotheistic religions believe that God is ultimately in control – they do not experience ontological risk, but can be persuaded to act on epistemological risk (the fact that while God knows the future, they do not know it themselves, and can take action with free will under God to avoid harm). Cultural studies of risk perception have demonstrated the importance of understanding culture and ideology as key features of risk perception (Douglas and Wildavsky, 1982; Kahan et al., 2009). While many of these studies are quantitative, work in science studies (e.g. Jasanoff, 2005), the anthropology of disaster (e.g. Hoffman and Oliver-Smith 2002,) and DRR (e.g. Kruger et al. 2015) also increasingly demonstrate the central significance of culture in the social construction of risk.

Trust is also important here: science itself has cultures and cultural attributes, and scientists sometimes struggle to trust the public, just as the public may not trust institutions (Donovan et al., 2014). Assumptions made by the scientific community can generate a mismatch between the belief systems of authors and readers, especially when it is across cultures. When messaging does not resonate with local priorities, values, everyday norms and practices, this adversely affects risk communication. It can even exacerbate risk, for example where a felt mismatch between author-reader belief systems magnifies or legitimizes an existing distrust in authority. Hence, it is important that risk communicators understand indigenous belief systems and take them seriously (e.g. Borie & Hulme, 2015; Mei and Lavigne, 2013).

Demographics

Many studies have found demographic patterns in understanding risk perception and communication and acting on it. This ranges from societies where women generally cannot read an SMS and are therefore more vulnerable, to societies where the elderly are more vulnerable because they lack access to social media, to cases where men tend to be more confident in their ability to take action than women. Factors such as education level, job type and social caste can also affect risk perception and access to information – but there are considerable geographical variations. For example, in India, the fact that more women died in the Indian Ocean tsunami was
attributed partly to the fact they had not attended public disaster preparedness meetings and/or felt fearful to evacuate their houses when the warnings came since the male head of household was at work (pers. communication, 2018 [S. Blackburn fieldwork in Tamil Nadu]).

Risk ranking

Another key concept in mobilizing action in response to risk communication is risk ranking (Fischhoff and Morgan, 2009). People who are struggling to find food to live on will naturally be less concerned about low-probability tsunami events, for example. Furthermore, those whose children are in school when a tsunami warning is issued may choose to take the risk of going to the school to get the children because they regard the risk of losing their children as more significant than the risk from the tsunami. Risks may be ranked because of need and vulnerability, or because of personal values and beliefs.

Civic agency

People’s felt agency (capacity to influence, self-efficacy) also plays a very significant role in determining risk behaviours. This is about more than knowledge: if individuals feel they lack the capacity, knowledge or social networks to support them in (for example) evacuating their home, then they are less likely to take action. Studies have shown that the relationship between citizens and the government (and other emergency response or disaster management agencies) during normal times plays a major role in shaping self-efficacy in disaster scenarios (Blackburn, 2014). This is because those relationships affect how much choice and agency people feel they have to determine their exit from risky situations or behaviours. If people feel marginalised or not prioritised – which can be the effect when they are not given a voice in decision-making, or they feel their voices are ignored – they are likely to disengage from formal processes and are less likely to respond positively to risk communications coming via formal channels (Blackburn 2014, 2018b). This is a strong argument for bottom-up community participation and consultation to be normalised as part of pre-disaster risk communication activities.

Literature review: conclusions

The literature discussed briefly in this section demonstrates the complexity and breadth of risk communication: it is not merely the last part of a process, but occurs throughout risk assessment, management and dissemination – with each of these processes drawing on the same original knowledge base. The fact that the knowledge travels, and is read differently across diverse audiences, strongly suggests that robust risk
communication that can withstand social questioning must be built on protocols that are derived with the knowledge itself, paying attention to relations between authors and readers. Involving citizens and social scientists in planning and in knowledge production – genuine co-production – can facilitate this (Lane et al., 2011). Ultimately, reducing the risk from disasters requires the effective communication of warnings that are useful and useable for populations, and that meet them in their context. If people receive a warning but have no power to act on it (e.g. because they lack transport, or are not also given advice on what to do), then the warning will be ineffective. If they lack trust in the source of the warning, or cannot understand it, then similar problems arise. This also applies to advice about mitigation of disasters in the preparatory phase – people need to have capacity to act, and the formulation of warnings and advice should therefore be collaborative with populations.

**Case study evidence**

This paper draws on five case studies to inform its argument. Much of this research was conducted by the authors, but we also draw on the wider published literature to contextualize the case studies.

**India: a case of social-technical disconnect**

These findings draw on unpublished data collected by S. Blackburn in 2014 and 2018, drawing on interviews with disaster management officials and residents in tsunami-affected villages in South India (Blackburn, 2018b).

The Government of India’s investment in disaster management has increased dramatically over the past two decades, stimulated by three large-scale disasters: the Orissa “super-cyclone” in 1999, the Gujarat earthquake in 2001, and the Indian Ocean tsunami in 2004. The tsunami was particularly influential owing to its vast magnitude and spread. It occurred early-morning on 26th December 2004, generated by two major submarine earthquakes off the coast of northern Sumatra. The waves affected more than 2250 km of coastline in India, crossing Tamil Nadu, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, Pondicherry, and the Andaman and Nicobar Islands (ANI) (Srinivasan and Nagaraj 2006; UNTRS 2007). Over 12,400 died and displacement was highest of any tsunami-affected country (estimated 647,599) (UNTRS 2007).

The high mortality was attributed to the fact very few people (including government agencies) had heard of a tsunami before, and there was no emergency warning procedure in place. Nevertheless the effects were not uniform: social norms and the availability of information played major roles in determining uneven geographies of
impact. Tsunami impact was not only a function of differentiated access to information, but also differential felt capacity to act upon it.

Key findings include:

- Mortality was highly gendered, with women affected far more badly than men (as outlined in the literature review, under Demographics).

- In the Andaman and Nicobar Islands there were reports that a group of indigenous tribespeople in the Andaman and Nicobar Islands survived the tsunami because their ancestral storytelling had preserved the knowledge that when the ocean recedes unusually far, a large and dangerous wave will shortly follow (Misra 2005; Lauer 2012). The community survived by climbing trees; however, many non-tribal people sadly did not since they had not been educated about tsunami risk in their formal education, and followed the ocean out when it receded.

- Alternative – informal, traditional – forms of governance played an important mediating role in the management of the tsunami aftermath. In many traditional fishing communities in Tamil Nadu and Pondicherry, village-level governing bodies called panchayats have much higher levels of trust and engagement locally than the formal government does. Post-tsunami, the panchayats acted as a go-between the formal government and the local people, e.g. distributing government-provided materials, coordinating the allocation of shelters, negotiating with the government and taking decisions on behalf of their village.

- After the tsunami the Government of India enacted the Disaster Management Act and established a national-level body called the National Disaster Management Authority (NDMA). There has been massive investment in early-warning technologies (e.g. INCOIS) and sophisticated communication networks established around disaster control centres. However, these are not always well-connected to communities. For example, in coastal villages in Tamil Nadu and Karaikal, the loudspeakers installed to disseminate risk warnings were observed to malfunction regularly in the field: during one interview when they went off, local people remarked, “that happens often, they make noise, we just ignore it now”.

The Indian case shows the importance of political context, social norms and culture in shaping risk behaviours, and highlights the need for disaster governance to be sensitive to these. It is the government (and scientists’) responsibility to reach out to all groups and communities, to actively seek to understand their needs,
knowledges and priorities, take these into account and design risk communication accordingly. Ignoring differential needs and risk behaviours will lead to risk management strategies that not only fail to adequately predict public responses, but also reproduce the marginalisation of vulnerable groups. Technological innovation and government investment is not sufficient if messaging does not reach vulnerable people, and if procedures or relief operations do not recognise and work with existing social norms.

Montserrat: a colonial crisis

The volcanic crisis on Montserrat commenced in 1995 and continues to the present day, although no juvenile lava has erupted since February 2010 (there is still substantial gas emission). The eruption has inspired a vast amount of research, and a summary is given here, focusing particularly on risk communication. The research cited was based on surveys, interviews and participant observation (Donovan et al., 2013; Donovan and Oppenheimer, 2014; Donovan et al., 2012; Donovan and Oppenheimer, 2015b,c).

Montserrat is a UK Overseas Territory in the Caribbean, and so is subject to UK sovereignty. It has a British governor and a small locally elected government. The Governor is responsible for foreign policy, internal security and safety, and the local government deals with health, education, tourism and other internal practical matters including disaster management, though the Governor makes emergency decisions in consultation with key stakeholders (Donovan et al., 2013).

Key results include:

- A breakthrough was made when scientists began to speak directly to the public, without “translators”.
- Technical scientific reports (including probabilities) were not comprehensible to the authorities or the public – many knew only enough to see if “numbers went up or down” rather than understanding what the numbers meant. They did not understand technical reporting or the uncertainties on the probabilities (and these uncertainties were often extremely substantial).
- Alert level systems evolved considerably in the early years of the eruption and until 2008 were ineffective and heavily contested, partly because of the perception that they were being rewritten to match the volcanic activity. After 2008, a new system was developed that managed the land reflexively and was malleable enough to allow for the complex hazards and rapidly evolving situation.
Major issues arose because of the particular institutional, social and cultural context of a UK Overseas Territory in the Caribbean – perceptions of scientists and science were affected by a much wider set of discourses that had very little to do with the volcanic risk itself.

The communication of volcanic risk was only a small part of eruption management. It was undermined by high scientific uncertainty, and also by the reluctance of the British government to fund the island’s recovery (or the science) adequately. The main conclusions from this case study are:

- The science itself is a relatively small part of the risk management process, and social scientists could beneficially have been involved from the start in understanding the institutional and cultural context of the new volcano observatory – particularly given the colonial context.

- The pioneering of belief-based probabilistic methods for risk assessment (driven by the culture of Whitehall/the UK) led to some very useful information for scientists and potentially for government, but many local actors did not find the formats useful or intuitive.

- The hazard level system used since 2008 has been a successful communication tool. It is difficult to judge how much its success is also amplified by the experience of the islanders with the volcano and the new institutional structure running the volcano observatory (since 2008 run by Caribbean institutions, in collaboration with French institutions until 2013).

- Science has cultures – this is widely acknowledged in the STS literature, but often not in hazards geography. The ways in which risk is perceived and assessed by scientists depends on their own backgrounds. It is approached very differently in different contexts and, on Montserrat, by the two different governments involved.

- Interviews with residents and with church leaders suggested that greater engagement with and respect for the churches and the strength of the Christian community on Montserrat would have significantly improved communication in the early stages of the eruption. The churches generally asked their congregations to support the advice given by authorities.

Experiences on Montserrat also speak into the different timescales of risk communication. The volcanic risk was known prior to the eruptions (Wadge and Isaacs, 1988), but was not communicated effectively to the government – one interviewee noting that this was because it was communicated in scientific language that local politicians could not understand. This highlights the importance of the parts of risk communication that take place within the risk assessment-risk management nexus, even before the public are told. Indeed, the discussions that
scientists have within observatories or meteorological institutions about how to manage risk and what text to use in a report or a warning to authorities are also a critical part of risk communication – and are affected by many of the same factors that affect risk communication and perception more broadly. Again, this emphasises the need for a reflexive and holistic approach.

**Volcanic risk perceptions and risk communication in multiple contexts**

A recent review of volcanic risk perception research drew out some important themes in risk communication in volcanic contexts (Favereau et al., 2018). It also demonstrates that these themes vary geographically. While once again the focus is mainly in the developed world, the study emphasizes the importance of trust in decision-makers and scientists, the significance of past experiences, place attachment and knowledge. However, it struggles to compare studies because their methodologies differ significantly. In this section, we review three studies that used a similar questionnaire format in Mexico, Iceland, the UK and Japan (Donovan et al., 2018; Donovan et al., 2017; Eiser et al., 2015). These studies were designed to analyse the experiences of populations (and in Japan, businesses) in volcanic crises, focusing particularly on their risk perception and trust. It should be noted that the samples for these studies were selected in different ways and that the crises they dealt with differed in important aspects, so the results are not nationally representative. They do however suggest useful patterns between the groups of people sampled.

Key results include:

- Trust in different groups was variable both in terms of its predictors and its distribution.
- Scientists were generally well trusted; governments less so; trust in family and friends was variable by location.
- The news media were not well trusted – but most people did get their information from this source.
- Knowledge is not necessarily the most important predictor of trust; perceived motive is also important.
- In Japan, there was a strong feeling that rumours about the volcanic crisis and a lack of official information, beyond the issuing of exclusion orders and alerts, were very destructive to local business.
- Trust in evacuation and warning plans was poor in general and many were not aware that they existed (if indeed they did).
This work suggests that there are local complexities in risk perception, trust and also cultural and socio-economic factors that affect the uptake of risk information. Many of these confirm the literature review above – that format is important, and that people are often completely unaware of plans in place (where there are any – in the case of the UK ash crisis, there were not). In each case, though, there are particular, event-specific issues that were significant. These involve governance issues, knowledge gaps, top-down decision-making that is not people-centred and economic interests.

Unpublished data (survey and interviews) from a similar study in Argentina backs up these results – people in Argentina did not trust their own government, but trusted the Chilean government more during the eruptions of Puyehue Cordon Caulle 2011-2012. They felt that Argentina was not prepared and that no one had warned them about the volcanic eruption until it was already underway. The impacts of the eruption close to the volcano on the Argentinian side were very significant (Elissondo et al., 2015; Wilson et al., 2013). The reason for failures in communication were partly lack of knowledge, resources and preparation, but also attempts to deny the seriousness of the impacts to preserve the ski industry. These were compounded by turbulent political and economic issues across state jurisdictional boundaries. In this case, the lack of transborder communication between Chile and Argentina was a complicating factor, and one that is highly relevant for many environmental hazards. Risk communication is clearly not just the last element of risk management – it must be engaged with throughout the handling of a risk, with awareness of social, political and economic influences.

**Risk communication around weather forecasting in the Caribbean region: Hurricanes and beyond**

There is a heterogeneity of situations among Caribbean islands when it comes to weather services in terms of knowledge, technical infrastructure, and capacity (e.g. Foley 2017). This is largely related to the history of the region which encompasses both sovereign islands (Cuba, Jamaica, the Dominican Republic) and overseas territories (Montserrat, Guadeloupe, US Virgin Islands) (see Mahony & Endfield 2017; Duverge 1995; Frayssinet 1993). For example, for Saint Martin, which is an oversea French territory, weather services are based in Guadeloupe, where there is an antenna of the French national meteorological centre. In contrast other islands have their own, locally based, weather services (e.g. Antigua, Cuba), some with forecasting capacity and some without (Dominica). Yet others depend on the meteorological bulletins of neighbouring islands (e.g. Anguilla depends on Barbuda); Saba and Sint Eustatius depends on Dutch weather services. Some islands are equipped with radars (e.g. Cuba, Puerto Rico, Martinique), providing a view different from the satellite one and improving the accuracy of
predictions locally, while others are in project (e.g. in the Lesser Islands). Despite these differences, several local and regional scientific cooperation efforts exist (e.g. Taylor et al 2013).

At the institutional level, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) committee for region IV (aka hurricane committee)1 plays a key role in harmonizing processes around weather forecasting and warning in the region while providing a space for multiple concerns to be addressed (e.g. WMO 2018). With regards to hurricanes, the National Hurricane Centre (NHC), based in Miami, has been given key responsibilities by the WMO. Hurricane prediction, and risk communication associated with it, is affected by many factors. In the Lesser islands, Hurricane Irma (Sept 2017) was predicted two weeks in advance. In contrast, Hurricane Gonzalo (2014) was formed on a Sunday, the day before, and there was barely any time to warn the population - it was a lot worse than anticipated. Historically more efforts have also been put into the detection of extreme weather events, as opposed to other weather events (e.g. Pietruska 2016). However beyond extreme weather events such as hurricanes, meteorological events, which do not necessarily trigger a warning, routinely have harmful impacts in the region. Hurricanes with unexpected trajectories (e.g. Lenny in 1999) or whose trajectories do not directly go through these islands can trigger significant amount of wind and rain frequently leading to floods and/or landslides (e.g. heavy rains in Santa Lucia in 2013). In the context of the WMO, a pilot project has recently been adopted to address this gap: the Serious Weather Forecasting Demonstration project2.

Key results:

• Political and economic reasons also explain why alerts are sometimes given at different times in two places. Alerts can be delayed to allow for the entry of a cruise boat or a plane. Some systems of ‘Watch Out and Warning’ are tighter than others. For example, on the binational island of Saint Martin (France)/Sint Maarten (Dutch), the French meteorological system uses a color code whereas the Dutch does not. It used to be the case but the colors did not mean the same in the French and Dutch systems

2 http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/www/swfdp/ or http://www.cmo.org.tt/project.html (Last accessed 6/08/2018).I am particularly grateful to Jean-Noel Degrace (Meteorologist, Meteo France Guadeloupe) and Isaac Joseph (Meteorologist, Sint Maarten) for sharing their knowledge and insights on hurricane prediction and warning in the Caribbean region and on the WMO.
so Sint Maarten suppressed it. Coordination efforts are important to ensure that the information provided is consistent across places.

- Attending to linguistic differences is particularly important in the Caribbean where multiple languages are spoken. Some islands (e.g. Anguilla) are already providing information in the three main languages (English, Spanish, French) but this is not the case everywhere. Communication between English and non-English speaking countries (e.g. Haiti, Dominican Republic) remains challenging. Semantic differences also need closer consideration.

- Communicating risk using probabilities & uncertainties to policy and decision-makers (e.g. ‘there is a 20% chance of rain’) is received differently across places. For example, French policy makers and operational are frequently uneasy with probabilities, and how to interpret them (Does it mean 20% chances of rain during the day? in a particular place? etc.). This explains partly why some vigilance systems can take several years before being implemented, generally in a reactive manner, after a disaster, more than an anticipatory one (e.g. on marine submersion). False alarms are badly perceived but normal when adopting a precautionary approach.

- There is insufficient warning system for these events which are not in the mandate of the NHC, and these are often harder to predict. It is important to realize that there are lots of different meteorological event. Floods, for example, are often overlooked and need to be better anticipated.

While scientific and technological investments help downscale and improve the accuracy of predictions locally (e.g. Cantet et al 2014; Giorgi et al 2009), a more holistic approach is needed. One starting point is to change the paradigm of weather prediction to develop impact-based forecasts and develop links with operational services. This requires a transversal institutional approach: for example, meteorological services would need to collaborate more with hydrological services. This also entails taking a step back from weather forecasting towards a more holistic and integrated approach, requiring multidisciplinary expertise (see also Duvat et al., 2017). In Saint Martin, Irma, which was well anticipated, recently made salient the lack of implementation of building codes and the need for a real planning strategy (PEARL 2018). This change of approach entails the study of governance systems to understand existing DRR practices and institutional deadlocks.
The power of Geohazard maps: Risk perception and socio-spatial exclusion in the Philippines

Situated on the ‘Ring of Fire’ and on the typhoon belt, the Philippines are particularly vulnerable to natural hazards including typhoons, tsunamis and earthquakes. In 2010 a National Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Plan (NDRRMP), organized around four pillars (Prevention and Mitigation; Preparedness; Response; Rehabilitation and Recovery), was adopted (Shaw et al 2017). In this context, risk communication has focused predominantly on natural hazards, also placing much emphasis on the predictive sciences and geophysical expertise. Detailed geohazard maps – e.g. liquefaction, storm surge, tsunamis – have been provided and largely circulated among institutional actors. Local authorities such as Manila City Hall, have invested in technological equipment to monitor disasters and individuals are encouraged to invest in survival kits. Although the national regulatory framework on DRR recognizes the key role of local communities for risk reduction, there is a disconnect between the formalized institutional approach and local perspectives (e.g. Porio 2016; Kim 2015).

While geohazard maps account for geophysical risks, different approaches to defining risk exist and the perceptions and knowledges of low-income households living in risk areas are often overlooked (e.g. Haughton & White 2017; McEwen et al 2017). These communities may choose to live with risk, for different reasons including concerns over proximity of livelihoods and social networks (Morin et al 2016; Kim 2015). While often presented as neutral and objective, maps are inevitably associated with power and render visible some connections and concerns while making invisible others (e.g. Borie et al., forthcoming; Dovey & Ristic 2017; Harley 2009). Geohazard maps, for example, are frequently used to justify relocation. Yet, how people make sense of and experience risk in these areas is not easily understood via conventional risk assessment methods including geohazard maps. Alternative methods, including qualitative GIS or art-based methods, can usefully help capture and convey alternative understandings of risk, being complementary to conventional ones (Brown et al 2017; Heras & Tabaras 2014; 2016). The value of these methods is that they can open-up conversations between different actors and enrich possible interpretations of risks, hence making possible a more deliberative approach.

---

Key results:

- Science and scientific methods are multifaceted and can both open up and close down governance options (see Stirling 2008). Using tools and methods (e.g. participatory mapping) that brings together different stakeholders help enhance conversations and governance options which have implications for the vulnerability and exposure of affected populations.
- The focus on geo-hazards and the technical framing of risk management can exclude alternative understandings of risks and take priority over concerns such as poverty reduction and the well-being of marginalized communities. Such focus also sidelines the need for longer term planning (Borie et al., forthcoming; see also Shatkin 2004).
- Local knowledge (e.g. of flood risk) held by people experiencing such events is more extensive and accurate than initially assumed by experts and institutions. The importance of everyday risk, for people living in informal settlement in particular, is insufficiently recognized. There is a disjunction between the preoccupations of people living informal settlements, what they actually experience and how they are perceived and represented by institutions.

To capture and understand different perspectives on what risk means, diverse approaches combining both quantitative and qualitative knowledges are useful (e.g. McEwen et al 2017; Lane et al 2011). Some applications of science and technology can reinforce existing inequalities and marginalize communities. With appropriate institutional support, community-responsive adaptation, for example, can provide an opportunity to address the challenges of knowledge integration as well as social exclusion. Processes matter and deliberative spaces are key for inclusive and transparent risk governance. These allow revealing a wider array of perspectives, across different scales, while making possible different policy options and solutions.

Emerging patterns

Where does communication falter?

The UNISDR outlines four elements of early warning: disaster risk knowledge, monitoring and warning, communication and dissemination, and response capacity. We argue that good risk communication is a necessary part of all of these elements, and speaks across them. Disaster risk knowledge ideally comes before an event – it is the longer timescale – but it involves effective collaboration between scientists, decision-makers and populations.
over long periods of time to build up trust and establish relationships that become critical in a crisis. The monitoring and warning element also involves significant communication, particularly between scientists and officials as decisions are made about any necessary action. The communication and dissemination of warnings is clearly central in this paper, but it is dependent on both of the previous two elements and on some understanding of likely response capacity as well.

Communication can therefore falter at any point in the early warning cycle. It depends on institutional and political cohesion, clear messaging, effective wider management of vulnerable populations and on trusted relationships. These are not trivial to accomplish.

Transborder issues

In several of the cases above, transborder events have been discussed (the volcanic ash crisis in Northern Europe, the eruption of Puyehue Cordon Caulle in Chile, hurricane warning in the Caribbean). This adds another layer of complexity to risk communication, because multiple nation-states are involved. Even within a country, however, a hazard event may involve multiple jurisdictions, such as state boundaries, and this can mean that different political systems and expectations are involved. Immigration and tourism can create additional challenges. The results in this paper provide some insights into the complexity of this problem, and a holistic consideration of risk communication for disaster risk reduction should acknowledge this challenge.

Solutions

How might we integrate some of the results in this paper into a framework for more effective risk communication? To break this down, we first summarise the results under “authors” and “readers”, before suggesting ways forward.

Authorship issues

It is clear from the evidence here and elsewhere that the production of risk information is not a linear one, nor is it straightforward: there is no one key approach that serves all circumstances. The most important result in this study is the need for listening: authors need to understand their readership in order to communicate – and this includes scientists understanding government decision-makers, as well as both of these groups having insights into
the publics that they serve. The need for community participation in decision-making is already well established in DRR literature (e.g. Ahrens and Rudolph 2006, Allen 2006). Lane et al (2011), for example, provide an innovative approach to risk management, involving the consultation of local people in the development of plans for flood risk mitigation in Pickering, Yorkshire (UK). It is clear from their study that the involvement of local people significantly enhanced the knowledges that were involved in risk assessment as well as allowing the inclusion of local values in the mitigation measures proposed. This holistic approach to risk communication is resource-intensive, however, and the challenges of participatory work are already established in the DRR (e.g. Cannon 2008), development (e.g. Cooke and Kothari 2001) and community-based resource management literatures (e.g. Blaikie 2006). It also relies on pre-existing local awareness and trust in formal deliberative spaces. Evidence from the Andaman Islands (South India) indicates that in contexts where communities are disengaged or otherwise cut off from formal lines of communication (or where democratic channels are dysfunctional or even absent), simultaneous efforts are needed to transform cross-scale communication channels in ways that foster more productive local participation in decision-making (Blackburn 2018a).

Monitoring institutions and civil protection agencies are frequently working under pressure in a disaster – many of the suggestions in this paper require input prior to disaster to ensure that communication is effective. Involving wider communities of experts, particularly from the social sciences, in the risk assessment process – so that social scientists are aware of the uncertainties inherent in the science, and also have time to work with populations on messaging – would facilitate communication. Scholars in science studies have advocated deliberative approaches to risk communication involving the presence of laypeople on committees, for example – but a less resource-intensive way of managing this would be the involvement of experts from other disciplines as laypeople, for example.

Another issue with the authorship of messages relates to narrow perceptions of what risk really is. The reduction of risk to a technical scientific issue that can be represented “accurately” by a probability can preclude effective communication because it does not take into account the values and beliefs of local people concerning not only the risk, but its likely impacts. It also fails to consider their ability to deal with the risk. Risk messaging has to include mitigation actions – there is no point in telling people that the river is going to flood if they do not know what to do in this eventuality, or if the proposed solution is not acceptable to them, reinforcing, for example, their
social exclusion. Again, this calls for a wider disciplinary scope throughout the risk assessment and management process.

**Readership issues**

Scientists often claim that people do not understand uncertainty. This may be true of technical uncertainties such as scientific error expressed as a distribution, but in the broader context, people deal with uncertainty on a daily basis – when crossing the road, applying for jobs, hoping that supplies will arrive on time. People do understand uncertainty, even if many do not like it very much. Careful explanation from a trusted group can ensure that risk is communicated effectively. Misunderstanding the readership and falsely anticipated their needs can be hugely problematic. Information campaigns that tell people what to include in an emergency bag can be effective – but long-term relationships that build trust are also important. Sometimes, the messenger needs to be someone perceived as impartial (like a scientist) rather than a political official: this depends on political and institutional contexts as well as on the local culture.

A further issue with readerships is the differential management of different hazards in different places – and the differential vulnerabilities involved. The US NHC, for example, is dominantly focussed on protecting the USA, but is also depended upon in the Caribbean for extreme weather warnings. Volcanic hazards in the Caribbean are dealt with separately. While civil protection agencies are generally responsible for all hazards, the rarer events tend to receive much less preparation and planning – as was the case prior to the eruptions on Montserrat, for example. As work in the Philippines and elsewhere shows, alternative approaches that involve the perspectives of community members in planning and are more holistic can be extremely useful for risk communication. Moreover, in addition to or in combination with participatory methods, using techniques that allow surfacing social concerns and perceptions of risk (e.g. via qualitative GIS or art-based methods) enriches conventional approaches.

**Summary and ways forward**

Authors and readers need to understand each other and themselves, not only in terms of the words but also what they imply about action. An important paradigm-shift has been taking place in risk communication towards participatory processes – but these are often challenging to manage in practice. We argue that involving social scientists throughout the risk assessment–management process can provide critical insights into a wide
range of challenges that arise in risk communication. Risk communication cannot be viewed as a bolt-on to risk assessment and decision-making: it is formulated within the risk assessment process, and that process must itself be reflexive – as emphasized in other fields (Jasanoff, 2003; Jasanoff, 2005; Stirling, 2006; Stirling, 2008; Stirling, 2010). To expand on the author/reader metaphor, this does not mean that multiple authorship is always better, but implies being explicit about who can hold the pen and why; diverse authors can write in different styles which makes them attractive to a wider range of readers. In some cases, authors and readers may overlap. However, knowledge travels beyond those assessing the risk, and is likely to be questioned by populations who are anxious about the responses they are being asked to make to the risk: if people are asked to move to uncomfortable shelters, they want good reasons for this. Ultimately, the involvement of a wider disciplinary community in risk assessment, management and mitigation would improve risk literacy, benefiting both authors and readers, therefore ensuring that risk communication is more effective, and that people’s questions about knowledge under uncertainty are addressed.

The Sendai Framework for DRR requires countries to reduce the risk from disasters at multiple scales, taking a multi-hazard approach and increasing public awareness of risk. Communication is a substantial part of this process – not only in public education, but also in scientific assessment and government planning. Understanding disaster risk holistically requires engagement with populations from the start of the process – and also requires some acknowledgement of the risk perceptions and heuristics of physical and social scientists (e.g. Donovan et al., 2014): risk is dynamic both objectively and subjectively. Understanding risk and enhancing preparedness involve significant interdisciplinary thinking – beyond and between the social and physical sciences, and involving engagement with communities and institutions. The requirements of the SFDRR are extensive and ambitious – incorporating multiple knowledges, all hazards, all dimensions of vulnerability and capacity – which requires a truly transdisciplinary and reflexive community of practice with an understanding of the complexity and dynamism of disaster risk.
Figure 1. Summary of the argument in this paper.
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